



































































































































311111 Intro to Mechanism Design

final section of course

Also very important part of
econ traditionally separate

from game theory

Act next step past inefficiency of equilibria

How can we design game where selfish players

still result in good behavior

Today intro not super technical



i ii
bidders players n

bidder i has private valuation Vi o

Each bidder sends bid b 20 to us privately

We decide

1 Who gets item 2 Price p they pay

Utility of player
o if i does not get item

Vi p if i does get item

Our goal informal give to bidder with highest valuation

Option hive to argma bi for p o
ie Ca

Name highest number

Option Give to a

ng bi for Yet bi

First Price Auction
If bi bi utility O no matter what

bidders trying to bid as low as possible while
still getting item

Hard for us to predict what bidders will do



Option second price Auction

Give to arguing bi for p II b

The Setting bi u is a dominant strategy tie n

PI Let b i be all bid other than i's

Let B 51 b

cased v B

If bi Vi utility O

bi Cui utility O

bi vi utility 0

Cast Vi 2B

g

bi vi utility Vi B

bi Cui utility Evi B

Thy In second price auction utility of any truthful

bidder is nonnegative



Def A mechanism action is incentive compatible or ASIC

or truthful if

1 Truthful bidding is dominant strategy

2 No truthful player ever has negative utility

Thy Second price auctions have following properties

1 Incentive compatible

2 If all players bid truthfully maximizes social surplus

Max E Vix where xe 0,11 fix 1

social surplus social welfare if also include

Pi Vi Like locationauctioneer

I.itghidcerIctionee game

3 Computationally efficient

Roughgarden Awesome auctions

classical econ mechanism design ignore computational efficiency

What if we require efficiency



lpanswedlearchfnct.cn

K items k ad slats

Ft rate ctr aiIE i
n bidders

bidder i gets v per click
private

gets a v utility from

slot

More complicated setting

Important similarity every bidder has a single private
parameter

Goal Awesome action

1 Incentive Compatible bidder telling us Vi is

dominant strategy

2 Surplus maximizing out of all injective function

fi Ck n maximize Ed a Ufc



3 Computationally efficient

Approach Two phase process

FAssumingfth bids biwi find a plus maximizing

alignment

2 Given assignment rule from previous part find
prices to make incentive compatible

3 Do all of the above efficiently

Patti Given Vi's what is optimal assignment

Greedy Assign slot i to i'th highest bidder

party what prices make this incentive compatible

Not obvious

Generalized Second Price

i th highest bidder pays itt highest bid

Not incentive compatible



Next class Awesome auction for sponsored search

and all single parameter environments where possible


